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Beckford studies were greatly enriched by the publication in 1930 of Guy Chapman and John Hodgkin's *Bibliography of William Beckford of Fonthill*. It was a beautifully produced account of all known editions of Beckford's works published in his lifetime, with collotype facsimiles of the title pages. Since then the need to bring it up to date and extend its range has often been felt, in particular to track the many posthumous editions of Beckford's works, and to record the vast body of writing about him. It is for this reason that the present work has been prepared. Because of Beckford's contribution to a number of diverse fields apart from literature, such as architecture, landscape gardening and collecting, it seemed worthwhile to try to cover all these aspects in separate sections. In this way Beckford's influence from his lifetime onwards can begin to be appreciated.

Eight biographies, as well as a number of full-length studies, demonstrate the fascination that Beckford has exerted over the years. Perhaps the last half-century has seen the greatest expansion in academic and popular works, with a turning point being the bicentenary of his birth in 1960 which was marked by an exhibition at Yale and a smaller one at the British Museum. At the same time the Middle East's homage was a valuable collection of essays from the University of Cairo. Further exhibitions of ever-increasing size were to follow, beginning with a well-chosen group of objects at the Holburne Museum in Bath in 1966, enhanced by a finely printed and most informative catalogue that is prized by collectors today. Then, in 1976, came the wide-ranging William Beckford Exhibition which opened in Salisbury before transferring to Bath. Great attention was paid to creating suitable settings for the exhibits, including an inner sanctum containing some wonderful objects. In the 1980s and 1990s smaller exhibitions attracted visitors to Beckford's Tower in the summer months.

After many years of planning and extensive research the third, and most recent, major exhibition was staged in New York at the Bard Graduate Center for Studies in the Decorative Arts, Design and Culture in the autumn of 2001. Early in the following year it came to the Dulwich Picture Gallery in London. Accompanying the exhibition was a monumental catalogue that provides a reminder of the works of art shown, and is also of permanent value as a source of reference for future scholars and enthusiasts, containing as it does sixteen well-illustrated essays on many aspects of